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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE
Thank you so much for coming to the Prospect 

Playhouse and our production of Joseph and the 
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, which has been 
referred to as “one of the most enduring shows of 
all time”. It is a family musical about the trials and 
triumphs of Joseph, Israel’s favourite son. A couple of 
little known facts about Joseph is it started from very 
humble beginnings where the first performance was in 
a school hall in 1968 in Hammersmith, England. It was 
15 minutes long! Today it is one of the most popular 
musicals in the world. One fact that I personally found 
very interesting is that composer and author, Andrew 
Lloyd Weber and Tim Rice sold the copyright to Novello 
& Co for 100 guineas. In 1989, Andrew Lloyd Weber’s 
company, the Really Useful Group purchased it back for 
1 million pounds!

It is not often that we have big musicals so close to 
each other at CDS given the amount of rehearsal time 
these shows need. It is even more unusual that we have 
many of the same cast members in another musical only 
six months apart. Times have been challenging to say the 
least, but I am sure you will all agree that the blood, sweat 
and tears have been worth it.

Teamwork: WOW! As Chairman I would like to 
thank the amazing creative team that have come together 
to put on this show, and more importantly at the last 
minute. First time Director Juliet, ably assisted by a now 
seasoned Co-Director Sophie Gough, first time Producers 
Andrew and Beverly Edgington and the Musical Director 
Arek Nicholson have all stepped up to the plate and all 
hit home runs. This creative team has been amazing 
and supported by an incredible group of people in set 
design, build and painting, props, costumes, back stage 
and technical. The team is large and I am afraid to name 
those involved for fear of forgetting someone amazing-as 
they have all been amazing!  This was truly a team who 
worked together, stayed together and laughed and cried 
together! Putting together a show of this size is no mean 
feat, and to do so with a large cast and in a very shortened 
time frame warrants much respect and gratitude from us 
all. 

Needless to say, this is been a huge undertaking 
and I can only say thank you to all of the creative team 
members involved in this show and to the incredible cast, 
may you have many standing ovations! 

There is also another team that I have to thank 
and that is our front of house and bar volunteers—and 
our Bar Manager, Beverly Edgington (yes, the same 
one!). These amazing volunteers are here to help make 
your evening more enjoyable by mixing those special 
drinks designed by Bev. Thanks also to our Executive 
and Theatre Management Committee, we truly have a 
wonderful group of volunteers and individuals who are 
keen to ensure we are able to carry on.

This is an exciting time in the Cayman Islands for 
the performing arts where more people have shown 
an interest in learning, there are musical festivals, film 
festivals, new and wonderful theatre productions and 
great opportunities for anyone who is interested in 
learning and volunteering their time in theatre. We 
have seen the successes of our workshops last year, and 
of course, with the Shakespeare workshops this past 
January. We are hoping that we can expand on this in 
the not too distant future. We are also working toward 
enhancing the auditorium and bar area this summer, you 
can read more on this in the Theatre Manager’s report.

2016 is also the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s 
death and theatres around the world are celebrating 
Shakespeare through a series of events and festivals. 
Right here at CDS we will be presenting somewhat 
of an encore performance of The Complete Works of 
William Shakespeare-Abridged, opening June 9th. We 
last produced this in 1999 with a couple of the original 
cast members!  We will also be working closely with the 
Cayman Arts Festival’s Cayman National Youth Choir 
in making a short presentation at the Governor’s event 
following the Queen’s birthday celebrations on June 
11th. The choir will literally be Singing Shakespeare. 
So do stay tuned for this. Looking toward September, 
we will be producing Yes Minister - the hilarious British 
comedy about political life where we will certainly find 
some close parallels in Cayman. Again, Sue Howe will 
be presenting her much loved family Christmas special! 
Cambridge Footlights will again make Cayman their last 
stop on their US tour and the Cambridge Shakespeare 
tour will also pay a visit as part of our own Shakespeare 
celebrations. So do keep following us on Twitter and 
Facebook and make sure you are signed up to our 
newsletter, you do not want to miss the exciting theatre 
season right here in Grand Cayman!

As you can see, there is a wealth of opportunities 
for theatre enthusiasts whether they be budding 
thespians, sound technicians, lighting technicians, 
costume designers, props managers, producers, 
directors, stage managers…. you name it. We do 
constantly need volunteers. Please let us know how 
you would like to become involved. For those that may 
not be so keen on the productions themselves, we also 
have a full bar for all budding bartenders! We would 
like to welcome you to the Cayman Drama Society 
(CDS) and thank you for sharing the show.

Visit us at www.cds.ky for information on becoming 
a member and to subscribe to receive information on our 
upcoming auditions and shows.

Sheree Ebanks
Chairman
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THEATRE MANAGER'S MESSAGE
We are all stressed out with not enough 

hours in the day. We don’t have time to 
keep up with Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
Pinterest because work gets in the way. We 
are social, but unless it’s a social event or a 
show, attending the theatre is on the back 
burner. But that is not true of everyone. A 
handful of people tries to take care of the 
theatre, dealing with diverse things such as 
maintenance, janitorial work, testing, event 
support and so on. In the front of house area 
a group of less than 20 volunteers help out to 
ensure that you can get a drink and nibbles 
on the evening that you attend a production 
or event, and regularly help with box office 
to welcome you to your show.

The most vital volunteer need we have 
right now lies in two areas. First, Charity 
Epp our new Head of Costumes and 
Props needs assistance with these items. 
Props need to be completely moved into 
the storage building at the back of the 
Theatre and the space vacated reworked for 
costumes. Second, we need to test masses 
of equipment recent acquired by CDS - 
computerised lights, headsets, hazers and so 
on. So we need additional persons as part 

of theatre management who want to learn 
about the technology of theatre in a hands-
on way, every second Saturday for 4 hours. 
Contact theatremanager@cds.ky if you 
would like to get involved. 

Lastly, expect a new-look foyer and 
auditorium in time for “YES MINISTER” 
in September. Each current seating level 
supports two rows of chairs. Once work is 
complete, each seating level will support 
only one row of chairs since the second row 
will be elevated by six inches. This should 
help significantly with viewing a show with 
no heads in the way.

Paul de Freitas
Theatre Manager

UPCOMING PRODUCTIONS & EVENTS
Butterfield Young Musician of the Year April 30
FAME The Musical (Musicians Ltd Production) May 20, 21, 22, 27, 28 & 29
The Complete Works of William Shakespeare (Abridged) June 9, 10, 11, 16, 17 & 18
Centrepointe Dance Show (Centre Pointe Dance Studio Production) June 30, July 1, 2 & 3
Cambridge American Stage Tour – As You Like It September 2, 3, 4 & 5 
Yes, Minister September 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24, 29, 30 & October 1 
Cambridge Footlights 2016 Tour September 26, 27 & 28
A Playhouse Family Christmas November/December 2016

All production and event dates are subject to change. Please visit www.cds.ky for our most up to date calendar!
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PRODUCERS’ MESSAGE
We are sat here with a blank sheet of paper 

apart from “Message From The Producers” - 
Producers?  How did that happen?  Having been 
active members, all be it from the sidelines, here 
at CDS for some time we have always “lurked in 
the shadows” and been “outsiders looking in” yet 
somehow the Production Team and Exec and had 
faith in us and we believed the hype and now we 
are writing this message to you.  Thank you to the 
Executive Team for believing in us, for giving us 
the confidence to create this Dream and for locking 
the doors when we thought about running, fast!

So what is a Producer? According to Wikipedia 
A theatrical producer is a person who oversees 
all aspects of mounting a theatre production. 
The producer manages the overall financial and 
managerial functions of a production (thank god 
one of us is a bean counter!) or venue, raises or 
provides financial backing (thank you to all of our 
wonderful supporters, sponsors and membership), 
and hires (hmm hires?  press gangs maybe? twists 
arms gently, pleads, begs, goes on bended knee?  
All of the above but no hiring!) personnel for 
creative positions: writer - that’s OK Tim Rice 
and The Lord already did that part; director - 
see plead, beg, bribe with non-alcoholic wine; 
designers - see bribe with wine; composer - back 
to thanking Lord Lloyd Webber; choreographer 
- wine again (are you starting to see a theme?); 
and in some cases, performers - what a wonderful 
resourceful island we live upon!! The producer 
hires the production team, including the general 
manager, production manager, house manager, 
stage manager, so we would like to take this 
opportunity to thank Agata Kalicki and Mel 
Hydes (together with Alison Bishop) for agreeing 
to be “hired”!  In many cases, contracts require 
that the producer use front of house staff (such as 

the house manager & box office) and backstage 
personnel (stage hands, electrician, carpenter, 
etc.) supplied by the theatre.  Ok, at this point 
Wiki gets it wrong.  Each and every person you 
see here tonight, and those you don’t see, are local 
volunteers.  People just like you and me, giving up 
their precious spare time so that we can continue 
to provide first class Entertainment on a regular 
basis.  So that we can Educate the next generation 
on the why’s and wherefore of theatre.  So we can 
Enrich life on the Island.

The producer creates and oversees the budget, 
(and then somehow your amazing wardrobe 
mistress comes in on target, not easy with a cast 
of 30!) sets ticket prices, chooses performance 
dates and times, and develops a marketing and 
advertising strategy for the production. Thank you 
so much to our major sponsors Hurley’s Media, 
Our Secret Agency and Explore Cayman for 
your assistance and support in this. The producer 
collaborates with the director and all staff to 
plan a production - and here is the crunch - our 
Collaborative Dream Team has come together 
to give you what we hope you’ll agree is an 
AMAZING show. 

Wikipedia finishes by stating “The producer, 
ultimately, is one of the most important roles in 
a theatrical production.”  I am not sure we would 
agree with this, in fact we agree to disagree with 
Wikipedia. This is very much a Team Effort, All 
for One and One for All.  We are one big happy 
family and this show has taught us that you can 
dream, you can create, you can laugh and cry as 
long as you also sing and dance.

Andrew & Beverly Edgington
Producers

Special Thanks

Our thanks to Bee Well for the sponsorship of the Foyer decoration. Thank you 
to Centre Pointe Dance Studio for providing the dancers and their support of the 
Show and CDS. We would especially like to thank Catharine Boyd-Moss for the 

initial inspiration to bring this enduring musical to the Prospect Playhouse.
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DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
I would like to take this opportunity to 

thank you for coming to the Prospect Playhouse 
this evening and for taking the time to read this 
Director’s message – whether you are interested 
in what I have to say, or you’re bored waiting 
for the show to start – either way, thank you for 
your time!

When I was first approached to direct 
Joseph and his Amazing Technicolor Dream 
Coat, got over the initial shock of being asked, 
and the “are they crazy?” reaction subsided, my 
thoughts turned to costumes. I knew that if this 
show was going to be a success, I had to have 
my wing (wo)man Charity Epp at my side. Then 
my concerns turned to the actual directing of the 
show to which Charity said “Ah, directing – it’s 
the easiest job in the world – you just get to say 
“yes” or “no” to everyone else’s ideas” So, I 
thought “how difficult can that be I’m actually 
good at saying yes and no!” Well, let me tell 
you – I can categorically confirm she was talking 
poppycock!

That being said, I had absolutely no idea 
that being the Director of such an amazing show 
coupled with a talented cast would prove to be so 
rewarding and fulfilling

There are so many people I need to thank 
for making my directing debut such a pleasure, 
starting with my Producers, Beverly and Andrew 
Edgington. What would I have done without 
you? The support you have given me has been 
astounding, be it through the hundreds of 
whatsapp messages, emails, phone calls or face 
to face meetings, I’ve always been able to rely on 
you for honest feedback and input. Andrew, what 
would we have done without your spreadsheets 
and tables?  I am eternally grateful to you both.

To my multi-talented Co-Director, Lighting 
Designer, Choreographer, (and Glitter Princess), 
Sophie Gough – thank you from the bottom of 
my heart for the shaping of the show and for the 
many laughs we had along the way.

To my Musical Director, Arek Nicholson, if 
we didn’t know each other that well before,we 
certainly do now, we are like an old married 
couple (in the nicest possible way of course!); 
you have outshined the shiniest star in the galaxy!

To my Stage Manager Agata Kaliki and her 
backstage crew - you are probably the calmest 
people I have the pleasure of knowing. Nothing 
fazes you and you take everything in your stride, 
thank you.

To James Gibbs and his crew on sound – you 
took the dream and blended it perfectly for our 
production, thank you.

The wonderful set you will see tonight has 
been loving put together by Peter Pasold, much 
of the design and painting by Sue Howe, Anika 
Hewitt, not to mention many of the Dream Cast 
who gave up their time to join us in our painting 
parties, thank you, thank you, thank you.

There are too many people to list individually, 
suffice to say this was a team effort and of course 
how remise would it be of me not to thank the 
cast for bringing this dream to life. This is your 
time to shine and to show your audience what 
your blood, sweat and tears has produced – thank 
you all for your hard work, dedication and for 
putting up with me and my crazy ways – you are 
inspirational!

My final thank you goes to my costume 
designer and seamstress Charity Epp – you mean 
the world to me and words cannot thank you 
enough, so we will “hug it out” – thank you my 
friend!

So, after weeks of rehearsals, and the 
support of my wonderful, loving and extremely 
understanding husband (who lost 20lbs during 
rehearsals, but swears it’s not down to me 
not being home at meal times!), together 
with uncountable sleepless nights, we are finally 
here and the production is about to begin. So, 
grab yourself a drink from the bar, take your 
seat, sit back and join me on the magical rainbow 
infused ride that is Joseph and the Amazing 
Technicolor Dream Coat.

Juliet Fenn
Director
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 CO-DIrECTOr’S & 
CHOREOGRAPHER 

MESSAGE
 MUSICAL DIRECTOR’S 

MESSAGE
My nickname is Twinkle Toes. I am 

responsible for all things glittery and shiny! I am 
the sweet blonde girl who can turn pretty sour 
if you mess around in my rehearsals. I may be 
small but I got some big bossy boots! I’ve made 
the cast sweat and pant like never before but we 
have laughed the whole way through, whether it 
out of frustration or pure enjoyment! I want to 
congratulate the cast for pushing the boundaries 
and stepping out of their comfort zones! I have 
enjoyed watching the chaos turn into something 
as magical as what you will witness tonight! 
Enjoy the show!

 
Our dancers - Isabella Brooks, Maddie 

Richardson, Amber Benham, Olivia Plunkett, 
Sami Lynn Bulgin, and Zara Garofalo - are all 
students at Centre Pointe Dance Studio. They 
have enjoyed being part of a great cast and thank 
CDS for the opportunity to perform! 

Sophie Gough
Co-Director’s & Choreographer

I was originally cast as a Brother and to lead 
the tear jerker “One More Angel in Heaven” 
and then asked to assume the mantel of Musical 
Director. Being a part of both cast and production 
team of Joseph is definitely a feat especially when 
you are meant to remember and perform all of 
the taxing directions you give the cast and realize 
maybe you are unreasonable, but hey the show 
goes on! A self-proclaimed funny man and gifted 
people person (modest and unassuming) I lead 
the music rehearsals with an iron fist, no talking 
or out you go!  Having said that, the cast are so 
talented and hardworking that they inspired me 
as a performer and director. This is the second 
time I will grace the stage in Joseph and His 
Amazing Technicolor Dream Coat, this time as 
Brother Rueben and not Joseph, only because “I 
let my beach-body go” in recent years (i.e. since 
birth).  I am happy and pleased to be part of this 
trail-blazing, record breaking show!

Arek Nicholson
Musical Director
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The Cayman Drama Society
by arrangement with The Really Useful Group Ltd.

Present

Lyrics by Tim Rice
Music by Andrew Lloyd Webber

Creative Dream Team
Andrew Edgington, Beverly Edgington,  Charity Epp, Juliet Fenn,

Sophie Gough, Arek Nicholson

Producers
Andrew & Beverly 
Edgington

Director
Juliet Fenn
 

Musical Director
Arek Nicholson

Co-Director &
Choreography
Sophie Gough

Special thanks to Catharine Boyd-Moss for Joseph’s Coat

Stage Manager
Agata Kaliki

Assistant Stage Manager
Emilie Edgington

Sound
James Gibb
John-Michael Kerford
Oliver Bishop

Props Management
Su Abbott

Make Up Consultant
Nicola Agemian

Bar Management
Beverly Edgington

Costume & Prop Design
Charity Epp

Artistic Consultant
Sue Howe

Lighting
Sarah Blake
Ciaran Touhey
Adrian Pasquali

Backstage Crew
Katie Cummings
Victoria Fernades rankin
Abi Narandja
Chris Touhey

Special Effects & 
Lighting Consultant
Paul de Freitas

Lighting & Set Design
Sophie Gough

Set Construction
Peter Pasold

Mic Management
Grace Edgington
Erica Ebanks

Photography
Nicola Agemian
Sanjay Datta

Goat Herder
Marc Thomas

Front of House Manager
Mel Hydes

Set Painting, Costume & 
Prop making Crew
Sue Howe 
Annika Hewitt 
Sophie Gough 
Juliet Fenn 
Andrew Edgington 
Beverly Edgington 
Mel Hydes 
Kathy Barnett 
Tracey Elliott
Emilie Edgington
Arek Nicholson 
Chris Touhey 
Laki Lee
Charity Epp
Katie Alpers
John Epp
Lauren Sonnen
Galen Brown
Nickii Sonnenberg
Laura Knox
Courtney Yates
Charlie Thomas
Gwendoline Edwards
Pooley Cabinets
Island Supply
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THE CAST

Joseph
Jardel McIntosh

“Having starred in a short film recently and really enjoyed the experience 
I welcomed the opportunity of returning to the theatre - it has been a while 
as the last musical I was in was in High School! But it’s like riding a bike 
and you soon start to remember what you should and shouldn’t do! It’s been 
a great ride so far and it’s such a wonderful way to meet interesting, like-
minded people and for me to develop as a performer. The Prospect Playhouse 
is going from strength to strength with this production so thanks for coming 
and joining me for the ride of my life!”

Jennifer La Forge

“I have been performing in 
musicals and shows onstage 
for several years across Canada 
and the US and am honoured 
to be able to perform here in 
Cayman. I was so thrilled to 
have found this wonderful 
community and instantly felt 
at home on the CDS stage. We 
hope you love this production 
of Joseph as much as we do!”

Wendy Moore

“I have been performing in 
CDS productions for quite a 
few years. Much like Joseph’s 
coat, my roles have been 
many and varied, but musicals 
remain my favorite! What a 
joy it is to perform with this 
group of talented actors, both 
seasoned and new and to be 
part of this Dream! Thanks for 
coming tonight to Share the 
Show!”

MESSAGE FROM TIM RICE
I send my very best wishes and thanks to Juliet and the 
Cayman Drama Society for their production of Joseph. 
Good luck to one and all - go go go Cayman!!

   Tim Rice

Narrators
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THE CAST

Gad
Charlie Thomas

Zebulon
Amir Lohi

Wife/Ensemble
Vanessa Hansen

Dancer
Isabella Brooks

Isachaar
Jordon Thompson

Jacob & Potiphar
Richard de Lacy

Wife/Ensemble
Andrea Knox

Dancer
Sami Lynn Bulgin

Asher
Roshane McField

Napthali & Butler
Oliver Bishop

Wife/Ensemble
Melody Allenger

Wife/Ensemble
Elizabeth Westin

Judah
Michael McLaughlin

Baker & Wife
Ensemble

Wendee Miller

Wife/Ensemble
Laki Lee

Dancer
Zara Garofalo

Benjamin
Dylan Lewis

Reuben
Arek Nicholson

Wife/Ensemble
Kathy Barnett

Arabian Dancer
Sophie Gough

Pharaoh
Dominic Wheaton

Levi
Mike Bishop

Mrs Potiphar & 
Wife/Ensemble 

Vijay Singhera

Wife/Ensemble
Hannah Martinez

Dancer
Maddie Richardson

Dancer
Olivia Plunkett

Dan
Cheryl Chernowski

Simeon
Marc Thomas

Wife/Ensemble
Tracey Elliot

Dancer
Amber Benham

Ishmaelite (Hairy)
Emilie Edgington

Ishmaelite (Hairy)
Agata Kaliki
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MuSICAL NuMBErS - ACT ONE
Prologue ...............................................................................................................................Narrators 

Any Dream Will Do ..................................................................................................................Joseph

Jacob & Sons ............................................................................. Narrators, Brothers, Jacob, Wives 

Joseph’s Coat ................................................................Narrators, Joseph, Brothers, Jacob, Wives

Joseph’s Dreams ...................................................................................Narrators, Joseph, Brothers 

Poor, Poor Joseph ...............................................................................................Narrators, Brothers

One More Angel in Heaven ........................................................... rueben, Brothers, Jacob, Wives 

Potiphar ........................................................................ Narrators, Potiphar, Mrs Potiphar, Joseph 

Close Every Door .................................................................................................. Joseph, Ensemble

Go, Go, Go Joseph ......................................................Narrators, Joseph, Butler, Baker, Ensemble 

MuSICAL NuMBErS - ACT TWO

Pharaoh’s Story ....................................................................................................................Narrators

Poor, Poor Pharaoh ................................................................................... Narrators, Butler, Joseph

Song of the King ................................................................................................. Pharaoh, Ensemble

Pharaoh’s Dreams Explained ................................................................................. Joseph, Ensemble 

Stone The Crows .................................................................Narrators, Pharaoh, Joseph, Ensemble

Those Canaan Days .................................................................................... Simeon, Brothers, Jacob

The Brothers Come to Egypt ..............................................................................Narrators, Brothers

Grovel, Grovel ................................................................... Narrators, Joseph, Brothers, Ensemble

Who’s The Thief ................................................................ Joseph, Narrators, Brothers, Ensemble

Benjamin Calypso .................................................................................. Judah, Brothers, Ensemble

Joseph All The Time .......................................................... Narrators, Joseph, Brothers, Ensemble

Jacob In Egypt ..................................................................................................Narrators, Ensemble 

Any Dream Will Do/Give Me My Coloured Coat.............................. Joseph, Narrators, Ensemble

Finale ................................................................................................................................... Ensemble
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Providing Products and Service for Better Public Health
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www.grandcaymandive.com

GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS

Life beneath
the waves

- a non-stop
performance!

PO Box 30176 SMB

Grand Cayman

+1 (345) 916-0303
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THE CURTAIN CALL BAR
Our bar maybe far from technicoloured but we do have a veritable rainbow of drinks available 
to you! From RED wine through to WHITE and ROSE.  The GREEN of the Heineken bottle, 
the BLUE of the WHITE tip label. The OCHRE of the darker beers and the AMBER of our 
rum. The YELLOW and LIME slices of lemons and limes and the SCARLET of the cranberries 
used to decorate our drink specials!

This time round we have Pharaohs Fizz, a Prosecco based cocktail which is livened by the hint 
of ORANGE Triple Sec or an Egyptian Martini decorated with a SCARLET cherry. For our 
younger audience we have Joseph’s Juice, a play on the traditional CRIMSON Shirley Temple!

This Serendipitous array of colour just adds to your whole experience.

As always we are indebted to my tireless team of bar volunteers who work so hard to ensure 
that “any drink will do”.

Beverly
Bar Manager



CAYMAN DRAMA SOCIETY
PROGRAMME ADVERTISING 

SIZES AND RATES

Full page Inside Covers
COST: $350 KYD (one performance) 
          $1300 KYD (Season)
SIZE:  4.5” (w) x 7.5” - Full Color

Full Page Inside Programme  (text pages)
COST: $300 KYD (one performance)
          $1150 KYD (Season)
SIZE:  4.5” (w) x 7.5” - B&W

Half Page Inside Programme  (Text pages)
COST: $250 KYD (one performance)
          $950 KYD (Season)
SIZES: Half Page vertical
           2.166” (w) x 7” - B&W
          Half Page horizontal
          4.5” (w) x 3.5” - B&W
Quarter Page Inside Programme (Text 
Pages)
COST: $200 KYD (one performance)
          $750 KYD (Season)
SIZE:  2.166” (w) x 3.5” - B&W

CAYMAN DRAMA SOCIETY 

SPONSORShIP 
OPPORTuNITIES

PLATINUM CORPORATE 
BENEFACTOR:  
Annual endowment of CI$5,000 
Benefits: 
•	 10 free tickets to each production 

during the year
•	 Full page free advertisement in each 

production’s program
•	 Acknowledgment as Platinum 

Benefactor in all programs
•	 Acknowledgment as Platinum 

Benefactor in lobby.

GOLD CORPORATE BENEFACTOR: 
Annual endowment of CI$2,500 
Benefits: 
•	 6 free tickets to each production 

during the year
•	 1/2 page free advertisement in each 

production’s program
•	 Acknowledgment as Gold Benefactor 

in all programs
•	 Acknowledgment as Gold Benefactor 

in theatre lobby

SILVER CORPORATE BENEFACTOR: 
Annual endowment of CI$1,000 
Benefits: 
•	 2 free tickets to each production 

during the year
•	 1/4 page free advertisement in each 

production’s program
•	 Acknowledgment as Silver Benefactor 

in all programs
•	 Acknowledgment as Silver Benefactor 

in theatre lobby
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A production such as this cannot happen 
without the donations of time and services 
from many individuals and businesses.

Thank You to our Supporters
INDIVIDUAL PATRONS
Platinum
Evelyn and Jack Andresen
Peter and Penny Phillips
Peter and Anne Passold
James and Leslie Bergstrom

Gold
In memory of Marion Auld
Joanne and Colin Wilson
Michael Parton

Bronze
Joyce Cantlay

CORPORATE PATRONS
Platinum
Ministry of Health & Culture
Appleby (Cayman) Ltd.
Butterfield Bank (Cayman) Ltd.
Silver Wheaton (Caymans) Ltd.
Hurley’s Media 
Phoenix Construction 
OSA
Dart
Explore Cayman 

Gold
Cayman National Bank
Centre Pointe Dance Studio
Jacques Scott Wines & Spirits

Silver
Roper’s Janitorial Services  
Off The Wall Divers 
Sticks and Stones 
Caribbean Utilities Company 
Megasol Technologies 
Musicians Ltd.
XQ’s Restaurant & Lounge
Premier Wines
Cayman News Service 

THANK YOu TO Our SuPPOrTErS

FRIENDS OF THE THEATRE
Androgroup Ltd. 
Cayman 27/Weststar TV 
FLOW
Fosters Food Fair  
GT Crafts 
iEyeNews 
Island Electronics Group 
Megasol Technologies KP 
Phillips Electrical Ltd. 
Phoenix Construction 
Visual Arts Society 
WigglyPen Creative Services 

CDS ExECUTIVE
Chairman ..........................Sheree Ebanks
Deputy Chairman/ 
Theatre Manager ..............Paul de Freitas
Secretary ...........................Juliet Fenn 
Treasurer ...........................Andrew Edgington
Bar/Front of 
House Manager ................Beverly Edgington 
With: Rory Mann, Ashleigh Moore, Tony 
Heaver-Wren, Sue Howe, Vijay Singhera, 
Sophie Gough, Zoe Wall, Charity Epp and 
Mel Hydes 

MISSION STATEMENT
The Cayman Drama Society is committed to 
providing quality live theatre to Educate, Enrich 
and Entertain, while offering lifelong learning 
opportunities and fostering creative expression.

The future generosity of our Patrons, Friends and 
Members is essential if we are to continue to 

present quality productions and to maintain the 
Prospect Playhouse.

For further information about how you can become 
a Patron or Friend of the Theatre, please contact 
us at chairman@cds.ky.

Share the show!





Supporting the
Cayman Drama Society since 2009.
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